Muscular dystrophy: centronucleation may reflect a compensatory activation of defective myonuclei.
Muscular dystrophy has long been believed to be characterized by degeneration and abortive regeneration of muscle fibers (the muscle degeneration theory), but unfortunately its pathogenesis is still unclear and an effective treatment has yet to be developed. As a challenge to the theory, we have proposed an alternative muscle-defective-growth theory and a further bone muscle growth imbalance hypothesis supposing possible defects in bone-growth-dependent muscle growth based on our findings in hereditary dystrophic dy mice (C57BL/6J dy/dy). This review presents some new insights into the pathogenesis of the disease along with our hypothesis, focusing on the physiological meaning of centronucleation, one of the major pathological changes commonly observed in dystrophic muscles of man and experimental animals.